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ALGARVE
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...and Quinta do Lago



Lose yourself in the peace and tranquility of Europe’s most upmarket leisure and residential resort. Quinta do Lago 
blissfully blends the heights of luxury with the natural beauty of pristine pine forests, nature trails and unspoilt beaches.
There is something for everyone. Beach lovers, nature enthusiasts, adrenaline junkies, culture aficionados and gourmet 
food lovers; whatever your passion you’ll be captivated by the beguiling Algarve.

In perfect
harmony
with nature

Quinta do Lago, Ria Formosa (nature reserve) Quinta do Lago lake

Quinta do Lago beach 
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A typical  Algarve scene



QUINTA DO LAGO
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FOUR SEASONS
COUNTRY CLUB
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A premier family friendly escape, nestled 
amongst 17 acres of private gardens
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Choose from 1 bedroom/1 bathroom or 2 bedroom/2 bathroom apartments or 2 bedroom/3 bathroom townhouses all with 
furnished terraces and patios designed to give maximum privacy. All 2 bedroom apartments are located on the ground 
floor and all 1 bedroom apartments are located on the first floor, accessed by stairs. 2 bedroom townhouses are on 2 
floors. All of our spacious interiors are tastefully furnished, fitted and fully equipped.
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living dining area

Comfort, Luxury and  
Style all under one roof
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main bedroom bathroom

twin bedroom

Villas and apartments at Four Seasons Country Club have clean fresh lines and a sleek modern design.
Bathrooms feature glass, granite and a sense of space to give a feeling of luxury.
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kitchen shower room

living room

Furnishings are in  calm, neutral colours and give a sense of relaxation and well being.



ENJOYING LIFE
...at Four Seasons Country Club
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Clubhouse



Clubhouse

Located 20 minutes from the Algarve’s Faro International Airport, the Four Seasons Country Club 
is a secluded oasis within the golfing greens and pine forest of Quinta do Lago.
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Conservatory lounge
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Snooker roomChildren’s play area

“We stil l love coming here after 20 years, it is always wel l managed, the restaurant is excel lent and you do seem 
to keep the most charming and welcoming staff who real ly make the visit. Wel l done to al l.”
Christabel and Edward Goodwin / United Kingdom



FLAVOURS
...at Four Seasons Country Club
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Restaurant As Velas

“Second to none and excel lent value for money; 
quality and service have remained of the 
highest standard.” 
John and Lesley Denyer / United Kingdom



A celebration for the senses
Be seduced by the exotic flavours of our superb restaurant, As Velas, our poolside dining and the plush comfort 
of our bar and lounge.  
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At the Four Seasons Country Club, we celebrate Portuguese specialities and the best of international dishes, 
all of which are accompanied by an excellent wine selection.
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Poolside dining
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Bar



KEEP FIT 
and HAVE FUN 

Indoor swimming pool and whirlpool

...at Four Seasons Country Club
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Lawn bowls

5-a-side football
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Relax, unwind, be active
With an extensive range of sports, health and fitness facilities, Four Seasons Country Club 
prides itself on helping you unwind. 

Tennis court



Gym

Facilities include a magnificent outdoor swimming pool, a heated indoor pool and whirlpool, steam room, 
gymnasium, squash courts, tennis courts, lawn bowls and a 5-a-side football pitch. Alternatively, be enticed 
and pampered by our hair and beauty salon.
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Swimming pool



GOLFERS’ PARADISE
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Europe’s best golf destination
Quinta do Lago is the jewel in the Algarve golfing crown, with five championship golf courses. 
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Four Seasons Country Club’s members and guests benefit from preferential rates and guaranteed starting times on the 
Quinta do Lago South and North courses, both of which are just 500 metres from the Club. What’s more, there are ten 
more courses within easy driving distance.
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Nearest 18 hole courses and distances 
from Four Seasons Country Club
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Four Seasons Country Club - Apartado 2208 • Quinta do Lago - 8135 - 024 Almancil • Algarve • Portugal
T +351 289 357 000 • F +351 289 396 124 • mail@fsccqdl.com

www.fsccqdl.com

Enquire for details on holidays or membership
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http://www.atelierdosul.com/e_business.php
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